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Note: For information on the timetables displayed on pages 3 to 7, please see the July edition of The Times.

Rail Public Time Tables of Victoria (2)

harassed railway staff deal with
enquiries from frustrated travellers.

Victor Isaacs

At last, in 1954, the VR took pity on
the poor travelling public and resumed
publishing a Public Country
Timetable. It was of large page size, 8
x 8 inches, 56 pages plus covers, price
one shilling. Both the timetables, fares
and information were clearly laid out..
This style of PTT was also issued
dated October 1956 and November

I

N 1953, THE VICTORIAN
Railways published a peculiar
timetable—an all-Country,
Passenger-only, Working Time Table
(WTT). The only other such examples

of such Passenger WTTs in Australia
were in NSW in the 1980s. Strangely,
this publication was re-published in
1954 and 1956, after the Public Time
Tables (PTTs) had resumed.
Presumably, this WTT was to help the
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1957.
From November 1959, VR PTTs went
to a small, oblong page size, 4.5 x 6
inches, price sixpence. The style of the
PTTs was similar to the 1954 version,
except that they now included many
memorable, often humorous,
advertisements for themselves. Indeed,

this was the period of a real live-wire
VR publicity section. These PTTs
were issued twice yearly, for Summer
and Winter, usually in November and
May. See an example HERE.
The VR in this period was the best
publisher of PTTs in Australasia. This
style lasted until June 1979. From

November 1979, what was now called
VicRail adopted a new style for
Country PTTs. The page size
expanded to 18 x 23 cm, and glossy
paper was used. The front cover was a
montage of people superbly happy to
be travelling by train, see The Times’
rear cover. Commer cial adver tising

1938 Suburban
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inside was dropped, although there
were glossy ads for VicRail’s Mt
Buffalo Chalet. By this time, most
branch line services were operated by
connecting buses. [page 8, top and
bottom left]. The price charged was
50 cents . This style of PTT continued
until the edition of 27 October 1985,
by which time the organisation was
called V/Line.

An abrupt change occurred with the
PTT of February 1987, followed by
editions of October 1988 and 6 August
1989 [Cover:-page 8 top right].
These were paperback book style, 10 x
21 cm, 184 pages plus covers, cost $1.
I consider these the best PTTs ever
produced in Australasia – certainly the
most comprehensive. They attempted
to be all-round travel guides. As well

as information about rail travel, there
were such things as ads from motel
chains, and lists of taxis and hire cars
in country towns. There was
recognition – hooray, hooray – that
travel does not stop at State borders.
As well as interstate train services
from Melbourne, there were summary
tables of internal train services in other
States. There was recognition that
1938 Suburban
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there was more to Victoria than
Melbourne, with indexes of services
from Melbourne, Geelong, Ballarat
and Bendigo. There was recognition
that travel within Victoria might
extend beyond V/Line’s rail network
with a listing of privately operated
rural bus services. With the 1988 and
1989 editions, the bus service section
was expanded to show full timetables

for the main services. Alas this fine
PTT only lasted for three editions.
For a number of years thereafter, it
was in fact still produced, but only as a
“Staff Reference” timetable in looseleaf format. This was written as
though it were for the general public,
but was not available to them! I do not
know if the V/Line Staff Reference
Timetable is still produced.

V/Line now moved to a suite of free
timetables - for individual stations or
groups of stations, individual lines or
bus routes and useful regional
booklets. Whatever style of timetable a
traveller wanted, it was available. Alas
and alack, all have recently been
dropped, other than the scrappy
individual line or bus routes—flimsy
little folders. These were often hard to

1941 Country
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obtain, away from their area of
operation, even in Melbourne.

list and the remainder timetables.
Threepence each was charged.

I do not know about Victorian
Railways’ Suburban Public Timetables
during and after WWII or whether
they were discontinued or not. By
1960 there were suburban timetables
issued as small, horizontal booklets, 9
x 4 inches, one for each line or group
of lines. The front cover was a fares

The one and only comprehensive
Suburban timetable book produced
post-War was dated February 1980. It
was 104 pages plus covers, 21 x 30 cm
on glossy paper, cost of $1.
As well as the official Public
Timetables, there was the long-lasting

Bradshaw’s Guide to Victoria, which
was published monthly for 86 years
from 1856 until 1942. Bradshaw’s
Guide is thus a major source of
timetable information. I discussed this
in detail in The Times December
2004, no. 249, pages 12-16. The
August 1942 edition of Bradshaw’s
Guide to Victoria was extensively
covered and illustrated in the Times in
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1989—Times No. 59, of February
1989, pages 12 to 20.

Comment on this article – Letter to the
Editor, Facebook
Return to Contents Page
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‘P’ is for picture bus: a snapshot of picture and theatre
bus, tram and train services
Steven Haby

B

EFORE THE WIDESPREAD USE

of cars became the norm in
Australia to travel to and from
entertainment venues such as the local
picture theatre or cinema, it was quite
common for the local bus service to
provide special trips for intending
cinema or theatre goers. A special
‘picture bus’ may have run to take

patrons to and from a theatre or
cinema long after normal services had
finished for the day. In many cases
these services were highlighted in the
timetables. To a lesser extent tram
services—particularly in regional
Australia—adjusted their timetables to
suit the traffic offering and, in rare
cases, the railways provided a ‘theatre

train’ on a Friday.
This article provides a snapshot of the
variety of services on offer to cater for
the theatre or cinema patron from the
1940s until the mid-1970s.
Rail
It can be argued that, because
suburban rail services (by their nature)

Figure 1

Figure 2
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provided a relatively high frequency
during the day and evening, special
picture or theatre trains were not
included in the timetable, indicated as
such—or actually ever ran at all.
However, there were some exceptions
for country services. For many years
the Geelong to Melbourne service
included a Friday-only train which
departed Geelong at 6.25pm
terminating at Flinders Street at
7.35pm in good time for a show
starting at 8.00pm. An extract from the
1961 Victorian Railways public
timetable is shown in Figure 1.
What is interesting about the 6.25pm
Fridays only service is that it is run by
a railmotor and that the stopping
pattern was minimal with only a
pickup at North Shore at 6.32pm with
an express run through to North
Melbourne. Why North Shore was
selected rather than (say) North
Geelong as a pickup stop remains a
mystery to me given that, even today,
North Shore is surrounded primarily
with industry rather than residential
development.

timetable, Hurstbridge line passengers
beyond Heidelberg could linger over
their coffee or tea after a show to catch
the 11.35pm Heidelberg which
connected with the 12.02am
Hurstbridge arriving at the terminus 35
minutes later. Until the late 1980s, the
Alamein line on Saturdays had two
direct trains to and from Alamein at
lunchtime and at around 5.00pm rather
than the usual shuttle terminating at
Camberwell. Arguably, this could
have been for the Saturday matinee
and evening theatre crowd potentially
but more likely it was a remnant of the
days when many office people worked
Saturday mornings to lunchtime.
Tram
Similar to suburban railway services,
the relatively high frequency of tram
services did not necessitate the
provision of additional services. In the
course of my research for this article

however it appeared that concerns
were expressed in regards to the
conclusion of a performance or film
and connections with the last trams
for the evening. Indeed—on
Wednesday 30 July 1941, an article
on page 4 of the Kalgoorlie Miner
mentioned a letter tabled to the
Council from Goldfields Pictures
Ltd. The letter expressed concerns
about Council’s request that movie
sessions should conclude prior to
11.00pm, to enable appropriate
connections with the last trams for
the night. The company, it was
reported, was anxious not to provide
an ‘inferior’ experience to their
patrons to acquiesce to the request of
the Council. A number of
suggestions were debated by
Councillors these were provided as a
response to Goldfields Pictures Ltd.
See Figure 3. Kalgoorlie Miner,
Wednesday 30 July 1941.
In the gold mining area of north east
Western Australia the towns of

There was a Saturday only service
departing 10 minutes earlier but with a
more judicious stopping pattern to
Flinders Street.
Theatre and cinema goers heading
home to Geelong were able to avail
themselves of a direct service from
Flinders Street [Figure 2]. This ran
Mondays to Saturdays and departed at
11.25pm and had scheduled pick-ups
at Spencer Street and North
Melbourne, followed by an express
run to Corio to set down (if required)
then stops at North Shore and North
Geelong before arriving at Geelong at
12.30am the next morning.
Interestingly, this train was locomotive
-hauled rather than being a rail motor.
This may have been justified, given
the traffic offering with a night out in
the ‘big smoke’. Sadly passengers on
the 12.30am arrival would have either
had to catch a taxi or make other
arrangements as the local city buses
had finished by midnight.
In terms of suburban rail services, I’ve
not been able to verify if specific
trains were scheduled to cater for the
needs of cinema and theatre goers. In
the 1939 Victorian Railways suburban

Figure 3
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Leonora and Gwalia were served by a
steam tram (later electric and finally
by a converted truck before closure
due to the power generator being
destroyed by fire). A timetable from
The Mount Leonora Miner on
Saturday 18 March 1905 two years
before the introduction of the electric
tram shows a late Saturday evening
only service departing Leonora at
11.50pm which one might assume was
for the late theatre crowd. The service
departed Gwalia for home at 12.05am
on the Sunday morning. The timetable
also noted that ‘special trams will run,
when required on holidays… concerts,
sports, etc.’ - see Figure 4: Leonora –
Gwalia tram timetable, 1905.
In Victoria the three largest cities
outside Melbourne – Geelong, Ballarat
and Bendigo all had tram systems run,
in the final decades of operation, by
the State Electricity Commission.
Geelong closed in 1956, Ballarat in
September 1971 and Bendigo in 1972.
Extracts from the public timetables for
Geelong noted that trams marked with
the dagger (†) symbol are subject to
“terminating times of entertainment,
but no later than 11.15pm”. I speculate
that there may have been an agreement
among the various city cinemas in
regards to their respective features to
enable intending passengers not to
miss the last tram.—see Figure 5,
Geelong tram timetable extract for the
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Figure 5
weekday Belmont service.
Melbourne provided special theatre
and picture trams but these were not
shown in the public timetables. Many
of these services ran as short workings
from intermediate terminuses on a
specific route. Brisbane was another
city that provided such services.
Buses
Bus companies in the main were the

Figure 6

most prolific in providing services for
the film and theatre patron until at
least the 1970s in certain places. Prior
to the introduction of television in
1956 picture and theatre buses were
very common but dramatically
disappeared (as did cinemas) when
television made inroads. The
increasing uptake of private car use
also saw the death knell for many of
these services (and widespread
reductions of bus services across the
board).
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Figure 7
Without further information, this is
just speculation.
Goulburn was another town that
provided a service for picture patrons
however a specific time of departure
was not shown (so a reasonable
amount of local knowledge would be
needed). Goulburn was served by two
theatres – the Hoyts Ritz and the
Odeon.—see Figure 7: Extract of
Goulburn bus timetable.
Regional centres in Victoria including
Bendigo, Latrobe Valley and Portland
all provided a picture bus. Kangaroo
Flat Buslines operated the main trunk
route to Kangaroo Flat, a southern
suburb of Bendigo. On Wednesdays
and Fridays even up to 1970 a special
picture bus service operated departing
the outer terminus at 10.45pm for the
city and heading home at 11.00pm as
shown in the timetable extract - Figure
8: extract of Kangaroo Flat bus
timetable.

Figure 8

In Melbourne numerous picture buses
were operated and supported local
theatres. For example, Clarinda Transit
(and perhaps previous owners Quince
and Arthur Papps) provided picture
buses around 11.00pm from Oakleigh
to Clarinda and possibly Clayton on
route 103A. There were two theatres
in Oakleigh – the Paramount in
Warragul Road (recently demolished)
and the Plaza in Portman Street
(converted now to apartments after
serving as a squash court complex at
one time) which were served by the
103A. Standing loads were the norm
after the cessation of the Saturday
evening shows with people standing in
the stairwell – a practice not allowed
today!

Surprisingly, many regional centres
across the country operated picture
buses for many years even up to the
1970s. In Albury, McFarlane’s
Roadlines operated local town services
to East and West Albury and
Newmarket. See Figure 6. Extract of
McFarlane’s Roadlines timetable,
February 1962. Picture buses operated
in and out of the centre of town on all
routes except Hume Weir on Fridays
and Saturdays. On the Newmarket
route on Saturdays. there was a seven
hour gap between the cessation of
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normal services for the day and the
picture bus. Interestingly the dagger
symbol is also used to denote these
services. The departure times on all
routes is more or less the same but I
am unable to determine how many
buses the McFarlane’s business had,
because it would require (according to
the information shown on the
timetable) three buses. An assumption
could be made that one bus might have
traversed three routes commencing
with (say) the East Albury, then West
and finishing on the Newmarket run.

Route 10 operated between
Camberwell Junction and Hawthorn
Bridge and later became the 608
operated by Hawthorn Bus Service
and Ventura before closing in the late
1980s. Information provided by a
colleague for this article noted that
route 10 buses did provide at some
stage a service for Rivoli Cinema
patrons in Camberwell Road and that
loadings were very good.
Queensland’s towns and regional
centres (such as Townsville and
Innisfail) provided picture bus
services. Many operators availed

13

Figure 9
Standard on Thursday 17 December
1953 in the classifieds section ran an
advertisement regarding the holiday
bus schedules which included details
of picture buses from Winnellie and
Nightcliff.
Finally the adequacy (or otherwise) of
picture bus services generated some
correspondence to the editor of a
newspaper. On Tuesday 19 June 1945
in the Launceston Examiner a letter
from “ALMOST SUFFOCATED”
was published, noting the
overcrowding of the 11.00pm picture
bus Figure 11 Letter to the editor,
Launceston Examiner.
The Launceston Star Picture Theatre is
shown on our page 12 (bottom).
The future?
As mentioned earlier the onset of
television resulted in a significant
decline in cinemas across the country
which had a knock—on effect on
public transport providers. Families
stayed at home rather than venture out
each week to be entertained in front of
the big screen. Increasing car
ownership also made inroads into fare
box revenues which resulted in drastic
reductions in services or complete
closure. However it could be argued
that the survival, in fact revival, of
boutique cinemas coupled with the
introduction of 24 hour public
transport in certain cities across
Australia … could we see the picture
bus once again?
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